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a b s t r a c t 

Automated quantitative measurement of the spine (i.e., multiple indices estimation of heights, widths, ar- 

eas, and so on for the vertebral body and disc) plays a significant role in clinical spinal disease diagnoses 

and assessments, such as osteoporosis, intervertebral disc degeneration, and lumbar disc herniation, yet 

still an unprecedented challenge due to the variety of spine structure and the high dimensionality of in- 

dices to be estimated. In this paper, we propose a novel cascade amplifier regression network (CARN) 

with manifold regularization including local structure-preserved manifold regularization (LSPMR) and 

adaptive local shape-constrained manifold regularization (ALSCMR), to achieve accurate direct automated 

multiple indices estimation. The CARN architecture is composed of a cascade amplifier network (CAN) 

for expressive feature embedding and a linear regression model for multiple indices estimation. The CAN 

produces an expressive feature embedding by cascade amplifier units (AUs), which are used for selec- 

tive feature reuse by stimulating effective feature and suppressing redundant feature during propagating 

feature map between adjacent layers. During training, the LSPMR is employed to obtain discriminative 

feature embedding by preserving the local geometric structure of the latent feature space similar to the 

target output manifold. The ALSCMR is utilized to alleviate overfitting and generate realistic estimation 

by learning the multiple indices distribution. Experiments on T1-weighted MR images of 215 subjects 

and T2-weighted MR images of 20 subjects show that the proposed approach achieves impressive perfor- 

mance with mean absolute errors of 1.22 ± 1.04 mm and 1.24 ± 1.07 mm for the 30 lumbar spinal indices 

estimation of the T1-weighted and T2-weighted spinal MR images respectively. The proposed method has 

great potential in clinical spinal disease diagnoses and assessments. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The quantitative measurement of the spine (i.e., multiple in-

ices estimation of heights, widths, areas, and so on for the ver-

ebral body and disc) is a practical means of clinical spinal dis-

ase diagnoses and assessments, such as osteoporosis, interverte-

ral disc degeneration, and lumbar disc herniation. Among these

ndices to be estimated, the vertebral body height (VBH) and inter-

ertebral disc height (IDH) are the most valuable for these spinal

iseases diagnoses and assessments. As shown in Fig. 1 , the 30 es-

imated indices for the lumbar spine include 15 VBHs and 15 IDHs.

ach vertebral body (intervertebral disc) contains 3 VBHs (IDHs)
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ncluding anterior, middle, and posterior VBHs (IDHs). In clinical

ractice, the VBHs can be used to assess the vertebral fracture risk

or the osteoporotic patients ( McCloskey et al., 2012; Tato ́n et al.,

014 ) based on the fact that the VBHs are correlated with the bone

trength. Furthermore, the IDH decreases with the intervertebral

isc degeneration ( Jarman et al., 2014; Salamat et al., 2016 ) and

umbar disc herniation ( Tunset et al., 2013 ). 

Automated quantitative measurement of the spine is of sig-

ificant clinical importance due to several advantages including,

ime-saving, reproducibility, and higher consistency compared with

anual quantitative measurement but remains as an exceedingly

ntractable task due to the following challenges: 

• It is difficult to obtain expressive feature embedding for such

complex regression problem due to the high dimensionality of

estimated indices (as shown in Fig. 1 (a)). 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.media.2019.04.012
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/media
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.media.2019.04.012&domain=pdf
mailto:1271992826@qq.com
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Fig. 1. The challenges of quantitative measurement of the spine detailed in (a) Illustration of 30 indices to be estimated; (b) Three heights for each disc; (c) Three heights 

for each vertebral body; (d) Ambiguous boundary between disc and VB and implicit correlations of different indices due to spinal abnormality. 
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• Discriminative feature embedding is intractable to be generated

due to the excessive ambiguity of the boundary between verte-

bral body (VB) and intervertebral disc for abnormal spine (as

shown in Fig. 1 (d)). 
• The implicit correlations between different estimated indices

are difficult to be captured (as shown in Fig. 1 (d), the heights

of the abnormal disc and the heights of adjacent vertebral body

are correlated because disc abnormality leads to simultaneous

changes of IDH and the adjacent VBH). 
• The complex relationship between the spinal images and the

estimated indices arises from the variability of images. Images

with the same estimated indices often exhibit great variability

due to inter-subject variations. 
• Insufficient labeled data, which possibly results in overfitting. 

1.1. Related work 

Existing relevant works for multiple indices estimation of the

spine fall into three categories: (1) Manual measurements; (2) au-

tomated segmentation; (3) direct estimation. 

1.1.1. Manual measurements 

Manual measurements aim to quantify the spine by manu-

ally measuring the disc height in vitro ( Brinckmann and Grooten-

boer, 1991 ), detecting the landmark of the spine ( Tunset et al.,

2013; Videman et al., 2014 ) from MRI, and segmenting the disc

and vertebral body from MRI ( Videman et al., 2014 ). These man-

ual methods are limited in clinical practice because they are time-

consuming, tedious, nonreproducible, and susceptible to high inter-

observer variability. 

1.1.2. Automated segmentation 

Automated segmentation-based methods focus on segmenting

the intervertebral disc or vertebral body by active shape models

( Castro et al., 2012 ), multi-atlas based models ( Wang and Fors-

berg, 2016 ), superpixels based models ( Barbieri et al., 2015 ), and

deep learning based models ( Korez et al., 2017 ). Although these
ethods achieve accurate segmentation of the intervertebral disc

nd vertebral body, the obtained segmentation is incapable of di-

ectly computing the required estimated indices. 

.1.3. Direct estimation 

In recent years, an increasing number of approaches emerged in

he direct quantitative measurement of anatomical structures with-

ut the need for segmentation. These methods have achieved great

erformance in quantitative estimation such as cardiac volume

 Xue et al., 2017; Zhen et al., 2016; 2014 ) and spinal curvature ( Wu

t al., 2017; Sun et al., 2017 ). Zhen et al. (2014) used Multi-features

nd regression forests (Multi-features+RF) to jointly estimate the

ardiac bi-ventricular volumes. Zhen et al. (2016) adopted Multi-

cale convolutional deep belief network to learn unsupervised car-

iac image representation and regression forests (MCDBN+RF) to

enerate bi-ventricular volumes estimation. Xue et al. (2017) uti-

ized a convolutional neural network (CNN) and recurrent neural

etwork in conjunction with both temporal and spatial information

or full quantification of left ventricle. Sun et al. (2017) exploited

istogram of oriented gradient descriptor ( Dalal and Triggs, 2005 )

nd structured support vector regression (HOG+SSVR) to improve

he performance of spinal curvature assessment by exploiting the

ntrinsic inter-output correlation under the l 2, 1-norm regulariza-

ion and preserving the local geometrical structure invariance via

anifold regularization. 

Although these methods achieved promising performance in

he quantification of the cardiac volume and spinal curvature, they

re incapable of achieving quantitative measurement of the spine

ince they suffer from the following limitations. 1) Lack of expres-

ive and discriminative feature representation. The hand-crafted

eatures are not capable of capturing task-aware spinal structures

obustly. Traditional CNN ( Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014 ) is in-

apable of generating an expressive and discriminative feature for

ultiple indices estimation because CNN possibly loses effective

eature due to the lack of an explicit structure for feature reuse. 2)

ncapability of learning the estimated indices distribution, which

ill lead to unreasonable estimation and overfitting. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Overview of CARN architecture, including CAN for expressive feature embedding and a linear regression model for multiple indices estimation. The numbers in 

brackets at the bottom of (a) denote the feature maps size and @# denotes the number of feature maps. (b) AU for selective feature reuse between adjacent layers. 
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.2. Overview of the proposed method 

In this study, a cascade amplifier regression network (CARN)

ith manifold regularization is proposed for quantitative mea-

urement of the spine from MR images. The CARN architecture

s comprised of a cascade amplifier network (CAN) for expres-

ive feature embedding and a linear regression model for multi-

le indices estimation; the manifold regularization including local

tructure-preserved manifold regularization (LSPMR) and adaptive

ocal shape-constrained manifold regularization (ALSCMR) is pro-

osed to construct the loss function. In the CAN, amplifier unit

AU) aims to reuse the selected feature between adjacent layers.

s shown in Fig. 2 (b), the AU generates the selected feature by

timulating the effective f eature of the anterior layer but suppress-

ng the redundant feature. The selected feature is reused in the

osterior layer by a concatenation operator. CAN reuses multi-level

eatures selectively for representing complex spine, thus an expres-

ive feature embedding is obtained. Using the CAN, the MR images

re embedded into a latent feature space. The high dimensional

ndices lie in a target output manifold due to the correlations be-

ween these indices. To take advantage of the relationship between

he latent feature space and target output manifold, the LSPMR

s proposed to generate a discriminative feature embedding which

reserves the local geometrical structure of the target output man-

fold. Additionally, the ALSCMR is designed to restrict the output of

he CARN to the target output manifold. As a result, the distribu-

ion of the estimated indices is close to the real distribution, which

educes the impact of outliers and alleviates overfitting. Combining

he expressive and discriminative feature embedding produced by

AN and LSPMR with ALSCMR, a simple linear regression model,

.e., a fully connected network, is sufficient to produce accurate es-

imation results. 

.3. Contributions 

The main contributions are as follows: 

• A novel regression network named CARN is proposed to achieve

automated quantitative measurement of the spine, which pro-
vides a reliable measurement for the clinical diagnosis and as-

sessment of spinal diseases. 
• The local structure-preserved manifold regularization (LSPMR) 

is proposed to generate discriminative feature embedding,

which reduces the variability and largely improves the perfor-

mance of multiple indices estimation. 
• The adaptive local shape-constrained manifold regularization

(ALSCMR) is proposed to alleviate overfitting. This provides a

novel approach for multi-output regression to improve the gen-

eralization of the multi-output regression network. 

In this work, we advance our preliminary attempt ( Pang et al.,

018 ) on quantitative measurement of the spine in the following

spects: 

• The LSPMR is proposed to obtain discriminative feature embed-

ding, which largely reduces the variability in multi-output re-

gression, and therefore achieves accurate multiple indices esti-

mation. 
• The robustness of the proposed CARN is validated by extended

experiments using a larger dataset which contains 215 T1-

weighted images and 20 T2-weighted images. 
• The effectiveness of the proposed CARN is validated by com-

paring the performance with relevant machine learning based

approaches. 
• The loss weight of the local shape-constrained manifold regu-

larization for each sample is determined adaptively. The sample

with more reconstruction error of local linear representation in

target output manifold has more probability to be an outlier

and therefore has more loss weight of local shape-constrained

manifold regularization to alleviate overfitting. As a result, the

estimated indices are close to their real distribution. 

. Cascade amplifier regression network architecture 

The proposed CARN architecture achieves automated multiple

ndices estimation of the spine through an expressive feature em-

edding obtained by the CAN and a linear regression model. As

hown in Fig. 2 , CAN is a network which provides an expressive
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feature embedding by selective feature reuse using a series of AUs.

The AU in CAN achieves selective feature reuse between the ad-

jacent layers by a gate, multiplier, adder and concatenate opera-

tor. The selected feature map is generated by stimulating the ef-

fective feature map and suppressing the redundant feature map.

Reusing these selected multi-level feature maps layer by layer, CAN

provides an expressive feature embedding. The linear regression

model in CARN is a fully connected network without nonlinear ac-

tivation. 

2.1. Mathematical formulation 

The multiple indices estimation of the spine is summarized

as a multi-output regression problem. Given a training dataset

T = { x i , y i } N i =1 , our goal is to train a multi-output regression model

(i.e., the CARN) to learn the mapping f : x ∈ R h × w → y ∈ R d , where x i
and y i denote the MR image and the corresponding multiple in-

dices respectively, and N is the number of training samples. CARN

aims to learn an expressive feature embedding and a reliable re-

gressor simultaneously. 

2.2. Cascade amplifier network for expressive feature embedding 

The CAN achieves an expressive feature embedding by a com-

bination of six AUs, two convolutional layers, five max-pooling lay-

ers, an average pooling layer, and a reshape operator as shown in

Fig. 2 (a). AU is designed for selective feature reuse between adja-

cent layers. To achieve feature selection, the input feature map of

AU is either stimulated or suppressed by an amplifier, whose am-

plification factor is learned automatically (details in Section 2.2.3 ).

This feature selection procedure is based on the mechanism that

the effective feature is stimulated while the redundant feature is

suppressed. Whether the feature map is effective or not is deter-

mined by the amplification factor of the amplifier. The selected

low-level feature is reused by concatenating the high-level fea-

ture. The selective feature reuse is achieved by CAN level by level;

then the multi-level selective reused feature generates an expres-

sive feature embedding. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the first convolu-

tional layer with a 7 × 7 kernel size and stride of 2 reduces the

resolution of feature maps from 512 × 256 to 256 × 128, while the

last convolutional layer with a 1 × 1 kernel size and stride of 1 lin-

early combines the feature maps for information integration. The

max pooling with a 2 × 2 kernel size and a stride of 2 is used to

provide translation invariance to the internal representation. The

average pooling with a 4 × 2 kernel size and a stride of 4 × 2 is de-

signed to reduce the dimensionality of feature maps, which finally

are reshaped to a 1024 dimensional vector as the feature embed-

ding. 

2.2.1. Motivation of the amplifier unit 

The architecture of AU is motivated by the gating mechanisms

and skip connections. The gate controls the information propaga-

tion in networks and has proven beneficial to Long Short-Term

Memory (LSTM) ( Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997 ) network and

Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) ( Cho et al., 2014 ). LSTM achieved long-

term memory for sequence information by input gate, output gate,

and forget gate. GRU achieved a similar function of LSTM with a

simpler structure composed of an update gate and reset gate. The

gates in LSTM and GRU drop any information that is found to be

irrelevant in the subsequent time step and carry any useful infor-

mation from previous time step. The mechanism of the gates in

LSTM and GRU is summarized as the selective feature reuse be-

tween different time steps. Skip connections have proven benefi-

cial in several networks, such as DenseNet ( Huang et al., 2017 ) and

residual network ( He et al., 2016 ), which demonstrate that reusing

the feature maps of the previous layer in the network can improve
he performance of the network. However, the reused feature maps

f the previous layer without selection using skip connections may

e redundant. 

The AU is different from the LSTM and GRU although the AU

s motivated by them. The tasks they solve are different. The AU

s designed to process the single image while the LSTM and GRU

re used to handle sequential data. Moreover, their objectives are

ifferent. The AU is designed to selectively reuse the information

f the previous layer in the network while the LSTM and GRU aim

o selectively reuse the information of the previous time step. 

.2.2. Amplifier unit architecture 

Motivated by the gating mechanisms and skip connections, AU

as demonstrated in Fig. 2 (b)) is proposed to selectively reuse the

eatures between the adjacent layer of the network. As the most

rucial component of CAN, AU is composed of a gate for control-

ing the information propagation between adjacent layers, a con-

olutional layer with a 3 × 3 kernel size and stride of 1 for ex-

racting a linear feature map, which is used to control the gate, a

atch normalization layer with relu activation for producing non-

inear feature map, a multiplier, an adder, and a concatenation op-

rator with batch normalization for combining the selected feature

ap and nonlinear feature map. The input t of AU goes through a

onvolutional layer which produces the linear feature map f l ( t ) for

uiding feature selection. Then the f l ( t ) flows into two paths. One

ath consists of batch normalization and relu activation for gen-

rating nonlinear feature map f n ( t ). The other path is a gate com-

osed of a convolutional layer and tanh activation, which generates

utput f g ( t ) of the gate for selecting feature map. The f g ( t ) flows

nto a multiplier followed by an adder, and generates the selected

eature map f s ( t ). Finally, the f n ( t ) and f s ( t ) are concatenated along

he channel axis and normalized by the batch normalization layer

o generate the output feature map f out ( t ). 

As mentioned above, the procedure of AU is mathematically de-

cribed as follows: 

f l ( t ) = w l ∗ t + b l (1)

here w l and b l are the convolution kernel weight and bias of the

onvolutional layer respectively, and 

∗ is the convolutional opera-

or. 

f n ( t ) = relu ( bn ( f l ( t ) ) ) (2)

here bn and relu denote the batch normalization and relu activa-

ion respectively. 

f g ( t ) = tanh ( bn ( w g ∗ f l ( t ) + b g ) ) (3)

here w g and b g are the convolution kernel weight and bias in the

ate respectively. 

f s ( t ) = t � f g ( t ) + t = t � ( f g ( t ) + 1 ) (4)

here � denotes the element-wise multiplication. 

f out ( t ) = bn ( f n ( t ) � f s ( t ) ) (5)

here � denotes the concatenation operator. 

.2.3. Feature selection mechanism 

The selected feature map f s is equivalent to be calculated by

timulating or suppressing the input feature map t via an amplifier.

s demonstrated in Eq. 4 , the value of each pixel in the selected

eature map f s is obtained by multiplying the corresponding value

n the input feature map t with an amplification factor [ f g (t) + 1] ,

hich ranges from 0 to 2. When the amplification factor is less

han 1, the input feature map is suppressed. If the amplification

actor is more than 1, the input feature map is stimulated. When

he amplification factor is 1, the input feature map is directly prop-

gated to the output like DenseNet ( Huang et al., 2017 ). The ampli-

cation factor is determined by the temporary linear feature map

 ( t ), which is automatically learned during training. 
l 
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.3. Linear regression model for multiple indices estimation 

The linear regression model, i.e., a fully connected layer, is ca-

able of estimating the indices because the discriminative feature

mbedding reduces the variability of inter-subjects and simplifies

he relationship between the latent feature space and target out-

ut manifold. Based on the expressive and discriminative feature

mbedding h ( x i ) (i.e., the output of the CAN), the output of the

inear regression model is calculated as: 

f ( x i ) = w o h ( x i ) + b o (6) 

here w o and b o are the weights matrix and bias of the linear re-

ression respectively. 

. Loss function with manifold regularization 

The loss function improves the spinal indices estimation accu-

acy by combining a preliminary loss loss p with LSPMR loss loss l 
n conjunction with ALSCMR loss loss a . The preliminary loss is de-

igned to minimize the distance between the estimation of indices

nd the ground truth. As shown in Fig. 3 , the LSPMR is employed

o achieve discriminative feature embedding by preserving the lo-

al geometrical structure of the latent feature space as same as the

arget output manifold. The ALSCMR is aimed at alleviating overfit-

ing and generating realistic results by obliging the output of CARN

o lie on the target output manifold using local linear representa-

ion. The total loss function is defined as follows: 

 os s t ( w ) = 

preliminary loss ︷ ︸︸ ︷ 
l os s p ( w ) + λl 

LSPMR loss ︷ ︸︸ ︷ 
l os s l ( w ) + λa 

ALSCMR loss ︷ ︸︸ ︷ 
l os s a ( w ) (7)

here λl and λa are scaling factors controlling the relative impor-

ance of the loss terms. The preliminary loss function is defined as

ollows: 

oss p ( w ) = 

1 

N × d 

N ∑ 

i =1 

‖ 

y i − f ( x i ) ‖ 1 + λp 

∑ 

i 

‖ 

w i ‖ 2 (8) 

here the first term is the mean absolute error (MAE) of the re-

ression model; the second term is the l 2-norm regularization for

he trainable weight w i in CARN; λp is a hyper-parameter. 

.1. Local structure-preserved manifold regularization (LSPMR) 

LSPMR is proposed to extract features associated with multiple

ndices for discriminative representation, which reduces the vari-

bility and simplifies the relationship between the latent feature

pace and target output manifold ( Zhen et al., 2015 ). As shown in

ig. 3 , constrained by LSPMR, the MR image is mapped to the la-

ent feature space, which preserves the local geometrical structure
ig. 3. The LSPMR achieves the discriminative feature embedding by preserving the 

ocal geometric structure of the latent feature space as same as the target output 

anifold. The points lying in the image space, latent feature space, and target out- 

ut manifold with the same color are the same sample. 

f  

n  

L  

a  

d  

f

l

w  

i  

d

 

f  
f the target space. In contrast to the conventional manifold regu-

arization ( Zhen et al., 2017 ), the LSPMR combines manifold regu-

arization and deep learning for discriminative feature embedding,

hich is rarely studied for multi-output regression. 

The LSPMR is based on the mechanism that the neighboring

amples on the target output manifold are similar in the latent fea-

ure space. To this end, we construct a k -nearest neighbor graph

 = ( V, E ) , where V and E represent vertices and edges between

he vertices. The graph is constructed on the multivariate targets

 

y i } N i =1 to represent the local neighbor relationship. ˆ S ∈ R N×N is de- 

oted as the similarity matrix with non-negative elements cor-

esponding to the edge weight of the graph G , where each el-

ment ˆ S i, j is calculated by a heat kernel with parameter σ1 =
2 

N ( N−1 ) 

∑ N 
i =1 

∑ N 
j =1 , j >i 

∥∥y i − y j 
∥∥

2 
: 

ˆ 
 i, j = 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

exp 

(
−‖ 

y i −y j ‖ 

2 

2 

2 σ 2 
1 

)
, y j ∈ N k 1 ( y i ) , i � = j, i, j = 1 , 2 , . . . , N 

0 , otherwise 

(9) 

here ‖ •‖ 2 denotes the l 2-norm and N k 1 
( y i ) obtained by Eu-

lidean distance represents the k 1 -nearest neighbors of y i . The l 2-

orm achieved excellent performance for finding k -nearest neigh-

ors in several studies ( Wu et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2010; Huang

t al., 2014; Pang et al., 2017; 2015 ). Thus, we adopt the l 2-norm,

.e., Euclidean distance, to obtain the k 1 -nearest neighbors. More-

ver, the l 2-norm, i.e., Euclidean distance, provides a good approx-

mation to geodesic distance for neighboring points in the mani-

old ( Tenenbaum et al., 20 0 0 ). Therefore, we use the l 2-norm when

onstructing the similarity matrix in Eq. (9) . The graph G using

q. (9) as the edge weight is a directed graph and 

ˆ S is asymmetric.

o simplify the computation, the asymmetric matrix ˆ S is replaced

ith a symmetric similarity matrix S ∈ R N × N to construct an undi-

ected graph G : 

 = max 
(

ˆ S , ̂  S T 
)

(10) 

here max 
(

ˆ S , ̂  S T 
)

denotes the element-wise maximum operation

nd 

ˆ S T is the transpose of matrix ˆ S . The local structure-preserved

anifold regularization (LSPMR) loss is defined as follows: 

oss l = 

1 ∑ N 
i =1 

∑ N 
j=1 u 

(
S i, j 

) N ∑ 

i =1 

N ∑ 

j=1 

S i, j 

∥∥h ( x i ) − h 

(
x j 

)∥∥2 

2 
(11) 

 ( t ) = 

{
1 , t > 0 

0 , t ≤ 0 

(12) 

he loss function of Eq. (11) is motivated by the idea of Laplacian

igenmaps ( Belkin and Niyogi, 2003 ), which incurs a penalty when

imilar vertexes are mapped far away in the latent feature space.

s a result, the neighboring samples on the target output mani-

old are similar in the latent feature space. Note that we use l 2-

orm in Eq. (11) because the l 2-norm is a good choice to construct

aplacian Eigenmaps ( Zhong et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2018; Belkin

nd Niyogi, 2003 ), which can be optimized using stochastic gra-

ient descent ( Wang et al., 2016 ). The LSPMR loss is rephrased as

ollows: 

os s l = 

1 ∑ N 
i =1 

∑ N 
j=1 u 

(
S i, j 

) N ∑ 

i =1 

N ∑ 

j=1 

S i, j 

∥∥h ( x i ) − h 

(
x j 

)∥∥2 

2 

= 

2 ∑ N 
i =1 

∑ N 
j=1 u 

(
S i, j 

) tr 
(
H 

T LH 

)
(13) 

here L = D − S, D ∈ R N × N is a diagonal matrix, D i,i = 

∑ N 
j=1 S i, j ; H

s the samples matrix in the latent feature space, H i, • = h ( x i ) ; tr ()

enotes the trace of a matrix. 

Note that the LSPMR is just a regularization term of the loss

unction, which doesn’t change the architecture of the network.
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Fig. 4. ALSCMR ensures the indices estimation a is more consistent with their real 

distribution than b since loss p (a ) + loss a (a ) < loss p (b) + loss a (b) with ALSCMR while 

loss p (a ) = loss p (b) without ALSCMR. 
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During the training phase, the CAN generates a discriminative fea-

ture embedding with the LSPMR. The trainable parameters in the

CAN are learned. During the test phase, using the learned train-

able parameters of the CAN, CAN maps the input MR image to the

latent feature space. 

3.2. Adaptive local shape-constrained manifold regularization 

(ALSCMR) 

The estimated result of the indices of the spine is possible to

be out of their real distribution. For instance, as shown in Fig. 4 ,

y i , y j , and y m 

are the target outputs of samples. The points a and

b are two possible estimations of y i . The distances between the

two estimations (the points a and b ) and the target output y i are

the same, ie., they have an identical preliminary loss. However, the

loss of point a should be smaller than point b as a is much closer

to the local shape of the target output space than b . Hence, a is a

better estimation of y i than b . 

A realistic and robust multiple indices estimation of the spine

must satisfy a constraint that the predicted indices should be close

to the target output manifold M y which is spanned by { y i } N i =1 . De-

veloping a reliable metric to evaluate the distance between the

predicted indices and the target output manifold is indispensable. 

Local linear representation ( Pang et al., 2017 ) is introduced to

evaluate the distance between the predicted indices and the target

output manifold. We assume that a sample on manifold M y can

be approximately represented as a linear combination of several

nearest neighbors from M y . This assumption was verified in many

applications ( Wu et al., 2016; Pang et al., 2017 ). A sample y i on M y 

can be locally linearly represented as: 

y i = 

k 2 ∑ 

j=1 

y j α j + ε i ≈
k 2 ∑ 

j=1 

y j α j = 

˜ y i 

s.t. ‖ 

ε i ‖ 

< τ, 
k 2 ∑ 

j=1 

α j = 1 , α j ≥ 0 , y j ∈ N k 2 ( y i ) 

(14)

where εi is the reconstruction error and τ is a small non-negative

constant. N k 2 
( y i ) obtained by Euclidean distance denotes the k 2 -

nearest neighbors of y i on M y and αj is the reconstruction coeffi-

cient, which is calculated by LAE ( Liu et al., 2010 ). Both LAE and

LLC ( Wang et al., 2010 ) can be utilized for local linear representa-

tion ( Pang et al., 2017 ). LAE uses the convex combination of several

nearest neighbors of the sample to be its representation, which has

high probability to lie on the manifold. This is why we adopt LAE

to local linear representation instead of LLC. As shown in Fig. 4 , ˜ y i 
is the local linear representation of y i using its k -nearest neighbors

(here k is equal to 2) y j and y m 

. The local linear representation of

y i reflects the local manifold shape. If the predicted indices is close

to ˜ y i , it will be near the manifold M y . 

The adaptive local shape-constrained manifold regularization

(ALSCMR) is proposed to reduce the distance between the pre-

dicted indices and the target output manifold. The ALSCMR loss
s defined as: 

os s a ( w ) = 

1 

N × d 

N ∑ 

i =1 

λi ‖ 

f ( x i ) − ˜ y i ‖ 1 (15)

here λi is the adaptive loss weight controlled by the reconstruc-

ion error of local linear representation on the target output man-

fold: 

i = 1 − exp 

(
−‖ 

ε i ‖ 

2 
2 

2 σ 2 
2 

)
(16)

n Eq. 16 , the sample, whose reconstruction error of local linear

epresentation is large, lies far away from the manifold, thus it has

 high probability to be an outlier and has a large loss weight.

sing the loss a , the prediction of y i is restricted to being close to

he manifold M y , thus a more realistic result is obtained (e.g., the

odel generate the point a as the estimation of y i instead of point

 in Fig. 4 ). 

. Experiment configurations 

.1. Datasets 

There are two datasets including: 1) The T1-weighted dataset

hich includes 215 subjects is collected from multi-center and

ifferent manufacturers using the parameters as follows: repeti-

ion time (TR) = 600 msec; echo time (TE) = 14 msec; flip angle

FA) = 90 ◦. There are four clinical groups in the subjects, includ-

ng 101 patients with lumbar disc herniation (LDH), 18 patients

ith intervertebral disc degeneration (IDD), 29 patients with lum-

ar spondylolisthesis (LS), and 67 normal subjects. The average age

f the 215 subjects is 54 ± 15 years with 123 females and 92

ales. For each subject, a midsagittal spine 1.5T T1-weighted MR

mage is manually selected by the physician to conduct quantita-

ive measurement of the spine. 2) The T2-weighted dataset which

s collected from 20 subjects including one normal subject, 6 pa-

ients with LDH, and 13 LS. The average age of the 20 subjects

s 66 ± 15 years with 14 females and 6 males. For each sub-

ect, a midsagittal spine 1.5T T2-weighted MR image is manually

elected by the physician to conduct quantitative measurement of

he spine. The parameters of the acquired images are as follows:

epetition time (TR) = 2500 msec; echo time (TE) = 109 msec; flip

ngle (FA) = 90 ◦. For both two datasets, the pixel spacings range

rom 0.4688 mm/pixel to 0.7813 mm/pixel. Images are resampled

o 0.4688 mm/pixel and the 30 estimated indices are manually an-

otated in this space by two physicians with more than 10-year

xperiences using ITK-SNAP tool ( Yushkevich et al., 2006 ) and our

ool developed by Matlab. The average of the manual annotations

btained by the two physicians is used as the ground truth. It costs

0 minutes to manually annotate an image by a physician. 

All images undergo three preprocessing steps. First, two land-

arks, i.e., the top-left corner of the L1 vertebral body and the

ottom-left corner of the L5 vertebral body, are manually marked

or each image to provide reference for ROI cropping, in which five

ertebral bodies, including L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5, and the corre-

ponding five discs under them are enclosed. Second, the inten-

ity of the MR images is normalized by histogram matching. Fi-

ally, the cropped images are resized to 512 × 256 pixels. In the

esized cropped images space, the pixel sizes of different subjects

re diverse, therefore the ratio between the estimated indices and

hysical heights of the image is used to be the output of CARN,

nd the estimated indices are obtained by multiplying the output

f CARN with the physical heights of the image. Stratified 5-fold

ross-validation is used to divide the training and test datasets.

pecifically, the T1(T2) dataset is randomly divided into 5 folds

nd the percentage of samples for LDH, IDD, LS, and normal sub-

ects in each fold is approximately equal. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate
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Table 1 

The number of subjects for each pathological class in each fold is approximately equiv- 

alent in the T1 dataset. 

Pathological class fold #1 fold #2 fold #3 fold #4 fold #5 Total 

LDH 21 20 20 20 20 101 

IDD 3 3 4 4 4 18 

LS 6 6 5 6 6 29 

Normal 13 14 14 13 13 67 

Table 2 

The number of subjects for each pathological class in each fold is approximately equiv- 

alent in the T2 dataset. 

Pathological class fold #1 fold #2 fold #3 fold #4 fold #5 Total 

LDH 1 2 1 1 1 6 

LS 3 2 3 3 2 13 

Normal 0 0 0 0 1 1 
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he pathological statistical information for each fold. As shown in

ables 1 and 2 , the number of subjects for each pathological class

n each fold is approximately equal. Four folds are employed to

rain the model and the last fold is used for test. Since the deep

earning methods like our CARN typically require large amounts of

raining data, the training data is augmented to improve the gener-

lization performance by randomly rotating and cropping the im-

ges. 

This study was approved by the Research Ethics Board of West-

rn University (REBID: 17656E). 

.2. Training 

All the networks are trained using stochastic gradient descent

SGD) with a weight decay of 0.005 and a Nesterov momentum

 Sutskever et al., 2013 ) of 0.9 without dampening. The networks

re based on Tensorflow and codes 1 run with a Tesla P100-SXM2

PU. For the T1 dataset, the models are trained for 500 epochs

ith a batch size of 8. The learning rate is set to 0.04 initially and

s lowered by 10 times at epoch 150 and 400. All parameters are

mpirically set as: λp = 0 . 005 , λl = 0 . 005 , λa = 1 , k 1 = 5 , k 2 = 20 ,

2 = 

1 
2 N 

∑ N 
i =1 ‖ ε i ‖ 2 . 

For the T2 dataset, three models are trained for the proposed

ARN including: 

• Model trained from scratch: The model are trained from scratch

using the T2 dataset for 50 0 0 epochs with a batch size of

8. The learning rate is set to 0.04 initially and is lowered by

10 times at epoch 1500 and 4000. All parameters are empir-

ically set as: λp = 0 . 005 , λl = 0 . 005 , λa = 1 , k 1 = 5 , k 2 = 5 ,

σ2 = 

1 
2 N 

∑ N 
i =1 ‖ ε i ‖ 2 . 

• Pretrained model: The model are trained using the T1 dataset

without fine-tuning on the T2 dataset. 
• Fine-tuned model: The model are pretrained using the T1

dataset and fine-tuned on the T2 dataset. The pretrained

model are fine-tuned for 150 epochs with a batch size of 8

and a learning rate of 0.004. All parameters are empirically

set as: λp = 0 . 005 , λl = 0 . 005 , λa = 1 , k 1 = 5 , k 2 = 5 , σ2 =
1 

2 N 

∑ N 
i =1 ‖ ε i ‖ 2 . 

.3. Evaluation metric 

The accuracy of indices estimation is evaluated by the mean ab-

olute error (MAE) defined as follows: 

AE = 

1 

N 

N ∑ 

i =1 

| a i − b i | (17) 
1 Released code: https://github.com/pangshumao/CARN . 

m  

d  

v  
here a i and b i denote the predicted indice and the ground truth

espectively, and N is the number of subjects. 

. Results and analysis 

The performance of the proposed method is evaluated on T1

ataset and T2 dataset separately due to the variation between the

1-weighted and T2-weighted MR images. 

.1. Results on the T1 dataset 

A set of experiments are presented to evaluate the performance

f the proposed method on the T1 dataset including: 1) Over-

ll performance; 2) effectiveness of CAN; 3) effectiveness of lo-

al structure-preserved manifold regularization; 4) effectiveness of

daptive local shape-constrained manifold regularization; 5) Per-

ormance comparison with relevant methods. 

.1.1. Overall performance 

As shown in Fig. 5 , the proposed CARN achieves accurate multi-

le indices estimation for the spine, which can be attributed to the

xpressive feature embedding, discriminative feature embedding,

nd the real distribution learning of estimated indices. Specifically,

ARN achieves average MAE of 1.23 ± 1.04 mm, 1.22 ± 1.05 mm,

nd 1.22 ± 1.04 mm for IDHs, VBHs, and total indices estimation

ith respect to their manually obtained ground truth values. These

rrors are small referring to the maximums of IDHs (20.92 mm)

nd VBHs (36.71 mm) in the dataset. The performance of the CARN

or the normal subjects is better than the patients due to the vari-

ty of the patients’ spine. Since the model tends to be overfitting

hich arises from less IDD subjects, the CARN achieves worse per-

ormance for IDD subjects than other subjects. 

For visualization, Fig. 6 shows the results of the automated

uantitative measurement of the spine for four typical T1-

eighted images from LDH, IDD, LS, and normal subjects. As

hown in Fig. 6 , for the LDH subject, the intervertebral disc of

5/S1 herniates posteriorly. For the IDD subject, the IDHs of L5/S1

ecrease due to intervertebral disc degeneration. For the LS sub-

ect, the vertebrae of L4 moves forward. In spite of these patholog-

cal changes, the CARN achieves accurate measurement for most of

he indices. 

.1.2. Effectiveness of CAN 

Owing to the CAN, the MAE relatively significantly decreased

y 5.38%, 6.15%, and 6.15% for IDHs, VBHs, and total indices esti-

ation respectively as shown in Table 3 . The non-CAN is used to

enote the method, in which AU is replaced with a traditional con-

olutional layer and the output feature channels are the same as

https://github.com/pangshumao/CARN
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Fig. 5. The proposed CARN achieves accurate multiple indices estimation of the spine for normal subjects and patients of lumbar disc herniation (LDH), intervertebral disc 

degeneration (IDD), and lumbar spondylolisthesis (LS). The green dashed line denotes the mean of MAE; the orange solid line denotes the median of MAE. (For interpretation 

of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 3 

The proposed method significantly achieves lower MAE than the non- 

CAN in IDH (mm), VBH (mm), and total indices (mm) estimation on 

the T1 dataset. The ∗ denotes p < 0.01 and ∗∗ denotes p < 0.001 for the 

paired t -test between the CAN approach and non-CAN method. 

Method IDH VBH Total 

non-CAN 1.30 ± 1.08 1.30 ± 1.08 1.30 ± 1.08 

CAN 4-AU 1.31 ± 1.10 1.37 ± 1.15 ∗∗ 1.34 ± 1.13 ∗

5-AU 1.28 ± 1.09 1.29 ± 1.10 1.28 ± 1.09 

6-AU 1.23 ± 1.04 ∗∗ 1.22 ± 1.05 ∗∗ 1.22 ± 1.04 ∗∗

7-AU 1.23 ± 1.05 ∗∗ 1.25 ± 1.07 ∗∗ 1.24 ± 1.06 ∗∗

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 

The proposed method significantly achieves lower MAE than the 

non-LSPMR in IDH (mm), VBH (mm), and total indices (mm) es- 

timation on the T1 dataset. The ∗∗ denotes p < 0.001 for the paired 

t -test between the proposed approach and non-LSPMR method. 

Method IDH VBH Total 

non-LSPMR 1.27 ± 1.07 1.26 ± 1.08 1.27 ± 1.07 

Proposed 1.23 ± 1.04 ∗∗ 1.22 ± 1.05 ∗∗ 1.22 ± 1.04 ∗∗
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the AU. To be fair, we train the non-CAN with the optimal hyper-

parameters λa = 1 and λl = 0 . 001 . As shown in Table 3 , the effec-

tiveness of CAN for the VBHs estimation is more significant than

IDHs, which results from the fact that the CAN generates expres-

sive feature embedding although pathological changes in the disc

can reduce the intensity of the adjacent VB and lead to ambiguity

in the boundary. 

The AU in CAN stimulates the effective feature and suppresses

the redundant feature during propagating feature map between

adjacent layers. As shown in Figs. 7 and 2 , t denotes an input fea-

ture map of the AU1; f g represents an output feature map of the

gate in the AU1; f s is a selected feature map of the AU1; the right

feature map f s − t is the difference between f s and t . If f s − t > 0 ,

the feature map t is stimulated, otherwise, t is suppressed. The

feature maps in the regions of abdominal cavity (the blue arrow

regions) and ligamentum flavum (the green arrow region) are sup-

pressed because these information are redundant for the indices

estimation of the spine, while the feature maps in the regions of

vertebral bodies (the green dashed boxes) are stimulated due to

their effectiveness for the indices estimation of the spine. The se-

lected feature map f s is reused in the posterior layers. Thus an ex-

pressive feature embedding is obtained by the CAN. Our CAN effec-

tively captures the structures of spinal images, as shown in Fig. 8 .

The layers AU1, AU2, and AU3 capture low-level visual features of

spinal images, including the appearance of the vertebral bodies and

intervertebral discs, textures of the vertebral bodies and interver-

tebral discs as well as the textures in the background. The layers

of AU4 and AU5 extract more complex spinal structures by stim-

ulating the features of these areas including vertebral bodies and

intervertebral discs. The AU6 feature maps, with a resolution of

8 × 4, extract the indices-related features in each local area from

the structures of all AU5 feature maps during the training proce-

dure. 

Influence of the depth of CAN. The number of AU is set to 4,

5, 6, and 7 (denoted as 4-AU, 5-AU, 6-AU, and 7-AU respectively)
o investigate the influence of the depth of the network. For the

-AU network, the last two max pooling layer and last two AU in

ig. 2 are removed. For the 5-AU network, the last max pooling

ayer and last AU in Fig. 2 (a) are removed. For the 7-AU network, a

ax pooling layer and AU are added to the last AU of the Fig. 2 (a).

s shown in Table 3 , the 6-AU network achieves best performance.

oo shallow networks (4-AU and 5-AU) are incapable of obtain-

ng effective f eature embedding and feature embedding obtained

y seven AUs is too abstract. Therefore, the number of the AU is

et to 6. 

.1.3. Effectiveness of local structure-preserved manifold 

egularization 

The results indicate that the LSPMR improves the performance

f indices estimation for the spine by enhancing the discrimina-

ion of feature embedding. Table 4 compares our method against

he same network using the loss function without LSPMR (non-

SPMR), i.e., the combination of loss p with loss a . Using the LSPMR,

he MAE relatively significantly decreased by 3.15%, 3.17%, and

.94% for IDHs, VBHs, and total indices estimation respectively. As

hown in Fig. 9 , the training LSPMR loss of the proposed method

s lower than the non-LSPMR. Using the LSPMR, the images with

imilar estimated indices lie in a closed region in the latent feature

pace. Thus the discriminative feature embedding is obtained and

he performance of indices estimation for the spine is improved. 

The LSPMR improves the discrimination of feature embed-

ing which is demonstrated by applying t-SNE ( Maaten and Hin-

on, 2008 ) to the feature embedding inferred from the 215 spine

mages. As a result, each feature embedding of a spine image is

apped to a two-dimensional vector. Then we can visualize each

ector as a point on a two-dimensional space. The spine images are

lassified into three categories by the k -means cluster according

o the ground truth of the estimated indices. As shown in Fig. 10 ,

ach point denotes a spine image and different categories are la-

eled as different colors. For the proposed method, the points of

he same category are near from each other. However, for the non-

SPMR, the points belonging to different categories are mixed with

ach other. This further validates that the LSPMR is able to produce
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Fig. 6. Visualization of the automated quantitative measurement of the spine for four typical T1-weighted images from LDH, IDD, LS, and normal subjects. The proposed 

CARN achieves accurate prediction (Unit: mm) of most of VBH and IDH for different pathological subjects. 
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the distribution of the estimated indices are close to their real 
iscriminative feature embedding by preserving the local structure

etween the latent feature space and the target output manifold. 

.1.4. Effectiveness of adaptive local shape-constrained manifold 

egularization 

The results show that the ALSCMR improves the generaliza-

ion of the network for indices estimation of the spine. Table 5

ompares the proposed method against the same network using

he loss function without AL SCMR (non-AL SCMR), i.e., the com-
ination of loss p and loss l . Using the ALSCMR, the performance

elatively significantly improved by 2.38%, 1.61%, and 2.40% for

DHs, VBHs, and total indices estimation respectively. Compared

o non-ALSCMR, the proposed method achieves high training MAE

0.19 mm vs 0.17 mm, 0.20 mm vs 0.17 mm) but low test MAE

1.23 mm vs 1.26 mm, 1.22 mm vs 1.24 mm) for IDH and VBH es-

imations respectively. This results from the fact that ALSCMR re-

tricts the output of the CARN to the target output manifold and
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Fig. 7. The expressive feature embedding is obtained by stimulating the effective feature and suppressing the redundant feature in AU. (a) The input feature map of the AU1; 

(b) the output feature map of the gate in the AU1; (c) the selected feature map of the AU1; (d) the difference between (c) and (a). 

Fig. 8. Visualization of feature maps obtained by our CAN for an example spinal 

image. 

Table 5 

The proposed method achieves higher training MAE 

but lower test MAE than the non-ALSCMR in IDH 

(mm), VBH (mm), and total indices (mm) estimation 

on the T1 dataset. The ∗ denotes p < 0.01 for the 

paired t -test between the proposed approach and non- 

ALSCMR method. 

Method non-ALSCMR Proposed 

IDH training 0.17 ± 0.15 0.19 ± 0.23 ∗

test 1.26 ± 1.06 1.23 ± 1.04 ∗

VBH training 0.17 ± 0.14 0.20 ± 0.29 ∗

test 1.24 ± 1.06 1.22 ± 1.05 ∗

Total training 0.17 ± 0.14 0.20 ± 0.26 ∗

test 1.25 ± 1.06 1.22 ± 1.04 ∗

Fig. 9. The proposed method has lower training LSPMR loss thus generates more 

discriminative feature embedding compared to the non-LSPMR. 
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istribution, which reduces the impact of outliers and improves

he generalization of the network. The loss weight of the ALSCMR

or each sample is determined adaptively. The sample with more

econstruction error of local linear representation in output mani-

old has more probability to be an outlier and therefore has more

oss weight of the ALSCMR to alleviate overfitting. 

.1.5. Performance comparison with relevant methods 

The proposed CARN achieves best performance in indices es-

imation of the spine compared to the relevant machine learn-

ng based methods including MCDBN+RF ( Zhen et al., 2016 ),

ulti-features+RF ( Zhen et al., 2014 ), HOG+AKRF ( Hara and Chel-

appa, 2014 ), and HOG+SSVR ( Sun et al., 2017 ), and deep learn-

ng based approaches including DenseNet ( Huang et al., 2017 ), and

ARN-LSCMR ( Pang et al., 2018 ). All relevant approaches are im-

lemented using the optimal parameters. The DenseNet are con-

gured as follows: 
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Fig. 10. The LSPMR (left) is able to learn more discriminative feature embedding compared to non-LSPMR (right) as shown by the t-SNE representation of feature embed- 

dings. Points are colored according to the categories produced by k -means cluster for the ground truth of the estimated indices.(For interpretation of the references to colour 

in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 6 

The proposed method achieves lowest MAE in IDH (mm), VBH (mm), and 

total indices (mm) estimation on the T1 dataset compared to relevant ma- 

chine learning based methods and deep learning based approaches. The ∗

denotes p < 0.01 and ∗∗ denotes p < 0.001 for the paired t -test between the 

proposed approach and the relevant method. 

Method IDH VBH Total 

MCDBN + RF 1.55 ± 1.29 ∗∗ 1.45 ± 1.19 ∗∗ 1.50 ± 1.24 ∗∗

Multi-features + RF 1.50 ± 1.23 ∗∗ 1.42 ± 1.20 ∗∗ 1.46 ± 1.21 ∗∗

HOG + AKRF 1.54 ± 1.33 ∗∗ 1.48 ± 1.22 ∗∗ 1.51 ± 1.28 ∗∗

HOG + SSVR 1.42 ± 1.18 ∗∗ 1.36 ± 1.14 ∗∗ 1.39 ± 1.16 ∗∗

DenseNet-14 1.32 ± 1.12 ∗∗ 1.28 ± 1.11 ∗∗ 1.30 ± 1.12 ∗∗

DenseNet-18 1.30 ± 1.12 ∗∗ 1.27 ± 1.09 ∗∗ 1.29 ± 1.11 ∗∗

DenseNet-22 1.28 ± 1.10 ∗∗ 1.26 ± 1.08 ∗ 1.27 ± 1.09 ∗

DenseNet-26 1.29 ± 1.10 ∗∗ 1.28 ± 1.12 ∗∗ 1.28 ± 1.11 ∗∗

CARN-LSCMR 1.28 ± 1.06 ∗∗ 1.27 ± 1.07 ∗ 1.27 ± 1.07 ∗

Proposed 1.23 ± 1.04 1.22 ± 1.05 1.22 ± 1.04 
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Table 7 

The proposed fine-tuned model achieves impressive performance in 

terms of MAE in IDH (mm), VBH (mm), and total indices (mm) esti- 

mation on the T2 dataset. 

Method IDH VBH Total 

Trained from scratch 1.35 ± 1.12 1.39 ± 1.19 1.37 ± 1.15 

Pretrained 1.34 ± 1.07 1.49 ± 1.29 1.41 ± 1.19 

Fine-tuned 1.16 ± 0.93 1.32 ± 1.19 1.24 ± 1.07 

a  

w  

c  

p  

e  

c  

i  

D  

i  
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e  
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fi

 

q  

w  
• DenseNet-14: In this version of DenseNet, the resolution of the

feature maps is reduced from 512 × 256 to 64 × 32 using two

convolutional layers with a 7 × 7 kernel size and stride of 2

and a 3 × 3 max pooling with a stride of 2. Then four dense

blocks and three transition layers are followed. Each dense

block consists of two 3 × 3 convolutional layers with a stride of

1. The transition layer includes a 1 × 1 convolutional layer with

a stride of 1 and a followed 2 × 2 average pooling layer with

a stride of 2. Note that before each convolutional layer, batch

normalization and relu are included. Finally, a global average

pooling layer is utilized to obtain the feature embedding and

a linear fully-connected layer generates the estimated indices.

The growth rate is 48 and the depth of the network is 14. 
• DenseNet-18: This network is the same with DenseNet-14 ex-

cept that the number of the convolutional layer in each dense

block is 3 and the depth of the network is 18. 
• DenseNet-22: This network is the same with DenseNet-14 ex-

cept that the number of the convolutional layer in each dense

block is 4 and the depth of the network is 22. 
• DenseNet-26: This network is the same with DenseNet-14 ex-

cept that the number of the convolutional layer in each dense

block is 5 and the depth of the network is 26. 

As shown in Table 6 , the proposed method significantly im-

roves the accuracy by 13.38%, 10.29%, and 12.23% for IDHs, VBHs,
nd total indices estimation respectively compared to HOG+SSVR

hich achieves the best performance among the traditional ma-

hine learning approaches. This is owed to the fact that the pro-

osed method can generate expressive and discriminative feature

mbedding by selective feature reuse and LSPMR while the hand-

rafted feature extraction approach HOG is incapable of captur-

ng the task-specific feature. Among the DenseNet approaches,

enseNet-22 achieves impressive performance, which however is

nferior to the proposed method. Even though DenseNet reuses

eature maps in each block, it doesn’t obtain expressive feature

mbedding due to the lack of feature selection. Furthermore, the

AE of the proposed method is significantly lower than the CARN-

SCMR by 3.91%, 3.94%, and 3.94% for IDHs, VBHs, and total indices

stimation respectively. This validates the effectiveness of LSPMR

nd ALSCMR. 

.2. Results on the T2 dataset 

The proposed CARN is robust for the variation of the images

ntensity. As shown in Table 7 , the model pretrained on the T1

ataset achieves promising performance for the T2 dataset. This

emonstrates that the generalization of the CARN is robust. The

odel fine-tuned on the T2 dataset achieves the best perfor-

ance compared to the model trained from scratch because the T2

ataset is small and the model trained from scratch tends to over-

t. The T1 and T2 images share common features such as edge and

hape information although their intensity distribution is various.

herefore, the pretrained model using T1 dataset can facilitate the

ne-tuned model to achieve a better performance. 

For visualization, Fig. 11 shows the results of the automated

uantitative measurement of the spine for three typical T2-

eighted images from LDH, LS, and normal subjects. Results show
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Fig. 11. Visualization of the automated quantitative measurement of the spine for three typical T2-weighted images from LDH, LS, and normal subjects. The proposed 

fine-turned CARN achieves accurate prediction (Unit: mm) of most of VBH and IDH for different pathological subjects. 
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that the proposed fine-turned CARN achieves accurate prediction

of most of VBH and IDH for different pathological subjects. For the

LDH subject in Fig. 11 , the fine-turned CARN achieves accurate in-

dices estimation for the posterior IDH of L5/S1 and other most of

indices even though the intervertebral disc of L5/S1 herniates pos-

teriorly. For the LS subject, the fine-turned CARN achieves accurate

indices estimation for the IDHs of L3/L4 and L4/L5 even though

the vertebrae of L4 moves forward. The accuracy of the automated

quantitative measurement of the spine for the normal subject is

inferior to other pathological subjects because there are only one

normal subject in the T2 dataset. 

6. Conclusion 

We have presented an accurate and robust method for auto-

mated quantitative measurement of the spine using CARN with

manifold regularization. The CAN achieves expressive feature em-

bedding by reusing the selected feature. The feature selection is

implemented by stimulating the effective feature but suppressing

the redundant feature during propagating feature map between

adjacent layers. Whether the feature is effective or redundant is

automatically learned during training. The LSPMR enhances the

discrimination of feature embedding by preserving the local geo-

metric structure between the latent feature space and target out-

put manifold invariant. Using the expressive and discriminative
eature embedding in conjunction with the ALSCMR for alleviat-

ng overfitting, the proposed approach achieves accurate and ro-

ust estimation for indices of the spine. 

Although the proposed CARN achieves accurate and robust au-

omated quantitative measurement of the spine, it suffers from

everal limitations. For example, the image to be processed must

e cropped to include only the lumbar vertebrae. The effect of ex-

ra, partial, fused, and missing vertebrae to the performance of the

etwork is unknown. We will overcome these limitations in our

uture work. 
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